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INFORMATION FLIGHT MURDER Mystery game
• For groups of 8 to 250 players
• Act out a humorous detective game at the table
• In combination with dinner, lunch or high tea
• Under the guidance of a game host
• Takes around 3 to 3.5 hours
• Option to do your own casting
• Come in costume if you wish (bring your own)
• A room is reserved especially for your party
• Selected venues throughout the Netherlands and Belgium

Murder mystery in the clouds
Flight Murder is the most fun English-spoken murder mystery game in the
Netherlands and Belgium. An exciting and original, yet affordable way
to make a success of your company outing, stag party or family
get-together. Step into the shoes of one of the flamboyant characters and
try to expose the perpetrator of a double murder on board a Boeing 747!

Duration
Depending on how quickly the group plays and eats, the Flight Murder
Mystery Game takes three to three-and-a-half hours on average. This
includes breaks and time for eating.

The story
Mile High Airlines flight MV7700 takes off from Singapore Airport headed
for Sydney. Seated in business class are the German footballer Günther
Schwalbe, pop diva Lady Bla Bla, Schlager singer Rudi Nachbar, jaded porn
star Lola Luxemburg and elderly detective writer Miss Marbles.
Some time after take-off, Captain Dick van Bill suddenly becomes unwell
and dies on the spot. Air Marshall Hector Lector alias Inspector Hector
Lector identifies symptoms of poisoning and immediately instigates a
murder investigation. ‘Before we land, I’ll have the murderer!’, he promises.
But less than hour later, Inspector Hector Lector dies too, in exactly the

same way as Captain Dick van Bill. Double murder on board! Hoping to solve
the mystery, detective writer Miss Marbles begins to interrogate the other
passengers. You won’t believe what happens next!

Hosting the game
Flight Murder Mystery Game is presented by one or more game hosts from
Dinerspel.nl. They keep the game on track and do their best to create a fun
atmosphere. Although they are not actors or comedians, our game hosts
enthusiastically instruct, motivate and amuse the players. In order to get
the most out of the game, the group must be prepared to actively
participate. But that speaks for itself.

Introduction, three rounds of play and a finale
Flight Murder Mystery Game consists of an introduction, three rounds of
play, the solution to the murder mystery and a dazzling finale. The game
deals with all the aspects of a real murder inquiry: motives, alibis, clues and
evidence.

Whodunnit?
For Flight Murder Mystery Game, we chose to keep the identity of the
perpetrator a secret from all the players to the very end. Even those playing
the role of the murderer don’t know the full facts themselves, so they can
also join in the investigation.

Always played centrally
Flight Murder Mystery Game is always played centrally with all the
participants. Even for larger groups where several people play the same
role, the story is acted out so it is visible to everyone and all the players
are involved in the game. The group is never split up into “little islands”
who play their own game.

Game booklets
Before the game starts, all the players are given an ingenious game booklet
that includes the script and scratch cards. Acting is a big word, but all the
players are assigned a character/role and act out their own part of the
script. As murder mysteries are often solved on the basis of subtle details, the
script is read out word for word. The story and the facts are fixed and can’t

be changed or influenced by the players. For each round of play, the players
can use the scratch cards to keep track of which suspect they think is the
most likely perpetrator. This gives extra pointers. The players who have
pointed to the correct perpetrator in the most rounds are the winners of
the game.
Audio script
Alongside the game booklets, an audio script tells a large part of the story in
the Flight Murder Mystery Game. Rather like a modern radio play, you hear
voices, music and sound effects through the speakers. Besides the
introduction and the solution to the mystery, you also hear the greatest
hits of the two artists among the suspects. This could turn into a big party!
Dressing up
If they wish, players can dress up in character. Of course, this is not
mandatory, although it does fit the whole idea of a murder mystery. Players
who want to dress up should provide their own clothing and accessories, or
the organiser can arrange costumes.
Digital invitation for all players
As the organiser of Flight Murder Mystery Game, you can do your own
casting if you wish. When you book, you receive special invitations that give
detailed descriptions of the characters and clothing tips. If you assign a
role to everyone and send them an invitation a few days beforehand, it can
turn the event into a hilarious fancy dress party, guaranteeing some unique
photo opportunities!
Spicy humour
As you may know, Dutch humour can sometimes be rather spicy. Besides its
subtle and sharp-edged humour, Flight Murder Mystery Game also has its
saucy moments and jokes that some people might interpret as rather
politically incorrect, although it is never explicitly rude. For groups of
younger players or people with strict codes of propriety, we therefore
recommend our English-spoken Food&Fun Culi Game. We advise a minimum
age of 16 for taking part in Flight Murder Mystery Game.

A dinner game involves dinner!
The rounds of play are interspersed with the courses of a dinner, usually
comprising a starter, main course and dessert. The culinary part of the game
must be arranged directly with the location. In conjunction with the
location, the game host tries to alternate the rounds of play with the
courses of the dinner as smoothly as possible. Special dietary
requirements can always be catered for. It’s also possible to combine Flight
Murder Mystery Game with a lunch or high tea. The menus and prices
quoted on our websites are examples and are subject to change.
Your own room
Flight Murder Mystery Game always takes place in a room reserved
especially for your group.
Questions
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us through:
sales@dinerspel.nl.
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